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Here is a testimony of a girl that wrote me inspired by reading about True Father on Internet. Read 
why she wants to join and support our projects. Also note at the bottom that on 16 of March starts the 
Next online UTS course on Web Witnessing. Read the testimonies of the students: 
 

 

Just this week, I got an email from a girl. She read one article on my blog about prophecies of TF 
being the Messiah. She liked the way it was written and got curious about TF, so she was reading 
article after article on my blogs, whatever she could find about him, until her eyes started hurting. 
Very inspired she wrote to me that she wants to join! 
 

Share our beautiful vision and ideals 
That's how it is. We don't push people, we just give them information and share our beautiful vision 
and ideals. She wrote to me that she was inspired to read all our ideas about World Peace. She is 
very eager to join activities to support that practically. 

  

I was sharing before other stories of my Internet spiritual children and about the power of the Internet 

for Education. I published also video with a short testimony.   
 
When they read our ideas there is no way a prepared person will not be inspired. They can easily see 
that we are different, that we have open hearts and an amazing vision. See my article, The spiritual 
perspective on WITNESSING 

  

In this age of information war, we are responsible to fight the free sex culture which I was writing 
about in HUMANISM: The Biggest Ideological Obstacle Today. To change the trends and open a 
new way we need to give new information to the youth on the Internet. 

  

Those who are prepared feel it 

Before I met the Unification Church everywhere Ministers in other churches were telling me bad 
things about other religions and denominations and I always felt pain in my heart. So whoever is 
prepared and has a strong original mind automatically feels this difference. There is no other 
denomination that can satisfy this sense of the original mind that God is working through in all 
religions. 

  



Common Mistake in Witnessing 

Sometimes we were just too scared to share what we believe, because of the reaction of the 
unprepared people.  But in fact their evil mind is too strong, so it doesn't really  matter how they will 
react - they are not prepared anyway, so it is better if we figure that out in time instead of loosing our 
energy in vain. 

  

Only our fear  blocked us to openly and proudly proclaim our beliefs and visions that the prepared 
ones will automatically be attracted to. They absorb the truth with such a joy. Of course, they were 
waiting for it for so long. Their ancestors were preparing them to feel it.  The stories of my Internet 
spiritual children are an example of that. Testimony of my spiritual daughter 

  

Internet gives the chance to reach Millions 

When I see  thousands of people reading every day in my blog I think, "For sure there are at least 10 
percent of those people, who are really prepared to join". But that will mean  that every day a few 
hundred prepared people are reading in my blog. See my article THE POWER OF THE INTERNET 
FOR LEARNING 

  

You see, I don't have to worry about it. They can take their time to read and grow. When God thinks 
they are ready, he will surely move their hearts to contact me or probably meet some member 
somewhere and join. The point is that now God is free to guide his children towards learning the truth 
at any time and any place; in big and small villages: At any place a prepared person can be spiritually 
moved to come and read the truth. 

  

Why my Internet Witnessing Works 

As with this girl I just told you about, when they read something they see many other interesting 
things advertised, so they can follow from link to link and read more and more, research in any 
direction of all the inspiring things we have and are aiming towards. Remember Words have 
Enormous power. 

 

I never found any other blog or site of our church that is so well interlinked, well thought how to 
promote things to outside readers, allowing them the chance to be overwhelmed by what they read. 
Some of my spiritual children from internet shared that they were reading for more than a year, and 
were so excited by everything. How many other websites of ours could achieve that? 

  

Internet is also very effective for taking care of the guests. Read EFFECTIVE follow up to new 
contacts THROUGH INTERNET 

  

I think everyone can learn effective Blogging 



I shared my determination in Today's World, October  issue, "To teach the members how to do 
effective Web Witnessing and use this power of the Internet to support the realization of Cheon Il Gok 
by 2012." I really hope that with some donations I can continue expanding that work, because 
already for years I'm dedicating and investing all my energy into that, leaving my family without 
income. Because, truly, there is no other way but through the Internet, that we can re-educate the 
world so fast."  Check some of my articles here. 

  

Next Online Course on Web Witnessing  starts 
March 16 

There will be a second online course where I start teaching on Web Witnessing. It starts March 16. 
Again it will be 5 weeks. But one should be able to dedicate at least around 5 hours each week on 
the tasks and the lessons. 

  
 


